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Greedy Clique Decompositions and the Turin Numbers 
SEAN McGutNnESS 
in this paper, we show that, for p ~ 4, if ~ is a clique decomposition obtained by removing 
maximal cliques (i.e. their edges) of order at least p one by one until none remain, in which 
case the remaining edges are removed one by one, then the sum of the orders of the cliques in 
qg is at most 2tp_l(n ). Here tp_l(n) denotes the number of edges in the Tur,~n graph of order n 
which has no cliques of order p. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs in this paper will be assumed to be simple; that is, without loops or 
multiple edges. For a graph G, we let V(G) denote its vertex set and E(G) denote its 
edge set. The cardinalities of V(G) and E(G) will be denoted by n(G) and re(G), 
respectively. By a clique we shall mean a complete subgraph, and by a clique 
decomposition weshall mean a collection of cliques which partition the edge set of the 
graph. A greedy clique decomposition f a graph is a pair (~, <) consisting of a clique 
decomposition c~ and a total ordering < on ~, where ~ is obtained by removing 
maximal cliques one by one (i.e. their edges) until the graph is empty. The brder < 
corresponds to the order in which the cliques of c~ were removed; that is, C < D means 
that C was removed before D. Extending this definition further, for a positive integer 
p i> 3 we define a greedy p-decomposition to be a pair (~, <), where ~ is a clique 
decomposition obtained by removing maximal cliques of order at least p one by one 
until none remain, in which case we remove the remaining edges one by one. < is a 
total ordering on ~ corresponding to the order in which the cliques were removed. It is 
easily seen that for every greedy clique decomposition (~, <) there is a greedy 
3-decomposition (~, <'). Normally, we shall only refer to ~ as a greedy p- 
decomposition, meaning that for some <, (c~, <) is a greedy p-decomposition. 
We shall denote the clique of order r by K,, and the complete r-partite graph with 
parts of size na, n2,... , n, by Kn,.n~ ...... We shall say that a graph is K,-free if it does 
not contain K, as a subgraph. It was shown by Turin [11] that the maximum number of 
edges in a K,+l-free graph of order n is attained by exactly one graph, the so-called 
Tur6n graph T~(n) on r parts, where 
7", (n )  = KL,.,,J.L(n +1 ),,J.....L(,. +,-1),,_1. 
For n > 1 and r <~n, we let t,(n)= m(T,(n)), which are known as the Turdm numbers. 
Graphs with more than t,(n) edges (and order n) are known to have subgraphs which 
can be found via greedy methods. For example, Bondy [2] showed that by choosing in a 
greedy manner, any graph G of order n having more than tr(n) edges has a vertex the 
neighbours of which induce a subgraph H with m(H)> t,_l(n(H)). Recently, Faudree 
[5] has shown that for any graph G as above with n sufficiently large, a greedy 
algorithm can be used to find a K, in G the average vertex degree of which is at least 
2m(G)r/n. As a further example of the use of greedy methods, it was recently shown in 
[10] that for a greedy clique decomposition ~ of a graph G of order n, it holds that 
I~¢1 ~n214. This proved a conjecture of Winkler [12], and among other things showed 
that the greedy method gives a natural proof of the well-known clique decomposition 
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theorem of Erd~Ss, Goodman and P6sa [4]. Moreover, it also applies to several of its 
generalizations. For example, it was shown in [9] that for a greedy p-decomposition 
of a graph n, it holds that IC¢1 ~< tp_l(n). In the special case in which our graph is 
Kp+l-free, the above result says that we can decompose our graph into at most tp_x(n) 
edges and Kp's, simply by choosing at random. This is interesting in light of a theorem 
of Bollob~s [1], who proved that any graph of order n has a clique decomposition with 
only edges and Kp's and having at most tp_l(n) such cliques. Going still further, 
Winkler [12] conjectured that for any greedy clique decomposition ~ of a graph of 
order n, it holds that ~,x~n(X)<~n2/2. It had been shown by Chung [3] and 
independently by Gy6ri and Kostochka [6] that, for any graph of order n, there exists a 
clique decomposition ~ where ]~x~n(X)<<.nZ/2. GySri and Tuza [7] later showed 
that for p ~> 4 and any graph of order n, there is a clique decompostion ~ consisting 
solely of Kp's and edges where ~,x~n(X)<~ 2tp_l(n). 
In [8], it was shown that Winkler's conjecture above holds for greedy clique 
decompositions where maximum cliques are chosen instead of just maximal ones. In 
light of Winkler's conjecture, the above result, and the result of GySri and Tuza, it is 
natural to ask whether for any greedy p-decomposition ~ of a graph of order n, it holds 
that ~,x~n(X)~< 2tp._l(n). In this paper, we prove that this is true for p >3. That is, 
we prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. If ~ is a greedy p-decomposition f a graph of order n and p > 3, then 
~, n(X)<<-2tp-l(n). 
X~q~ 
We shall first introduce some notation. For a graph G and A ~_ E(G) (respectively, 
A ~ V(G)), we say that H is a subgraph induced by A if H is a subgraph of G, where 
E(H) = A and V(H) is the union of end vertices of edges of A (respectively, V(H) = A 
and E(H) is the set edges having both their end vertices in A). For a clique 
decomposition ~ and i = 1, 2, 3 , . . .  we let qg~ be the set of cliques of ~g of order i. For 
all v • V(G) and for all e E E(G), we let ~ and % be the sets of cliques of c~ 
containing v and containing an end vertex of e, respectively. For i = 2, 3, 4 . . . .  and for 
a l l v•V(G)  andeEE(G)  we le t  ~-  ~". ~,  - ~, N We let G[C~ 2] be the subgraph of G 
induced by the edges of the K2's of ~2. 
We shall often denote an edge e by xy, where x and y are its endpoints, and we shall 
often view e interchangeably asboth an edge and a/(2. 
For two graphs H and G, the sum of H and G, denoted H + G, is the graph with 
vertex set V(H) tO V(G) and edge set E(H) U E(G) t.J {uv: u E V(H), v • V(G)}. 
For a clique X of G, and a clique decomposition ~ of G, we let 
Ax = {y • V(G): xy • c¢2 Vx e V(X)}, 
and 
a .  = IA. I .  
We note that when X is a single vertex, Ax is just the set of neighbours of X in G[~g 2] 
and ax = 1c¢21. For e • E(G), we let ae = ax, where X is the K2 induced by e. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 rests on the fact that for p t>4 and greedy p- 
decomposition ~g, the subgraph G[Cd 2] is fairly rich with edges. We first introduce some 
basic counting lemmas which exploit this fact. Let G be a graph and let (~, <) be a 
greedy p-decomposition of G. For each edge e of G we define a function ¢ from ~ge to 
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the set of all subsets of V(G), including the empty set. Let e • E(G) and suppose that 
C, is the clique of q~ covering e. We let O(Ce) = V(C~) and, for all X • % - {C~}, we set 
O(X) to be the set of vertices of V(X) which either belong to no other cliques of 
cd~- {X}, or which belong to some clique D • ~-  {X, C~} for which D <X.  The 
following lemma is a slightly modified version of that appearing in [9]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all e • E(G), 
I~ l  = _U v (x )  - ~, ([@(X)[-1). 
xE% xE~ 
Furthermore, ire • ~2 and I~¢~1 = n + r, then a, >! r + 1. 
PROOF. The sets @(X), X • % are seen 
(I,/,(X)l- 1) + I%1 = 
xe% 
Now suppose that e • ~2, where e = uv, 
Uy~, - (x}  V(Y) # 0, then by definition 
to partition the set Ux~, V(X). Thus 
E I@(X)I= U V(X) .  (2.1) 
Xe% Xe% 
and suppose that X • ~, -  ~. If V(X)- 
@(X)¢O. We suppose then that V(X)c_ 
Ur~.-~x}V(Y) .  We see that V(X)U{u, v} induces a clique X'  of order n (X ' )= 
n(X) + 1. Let D be the first clique chosen into ~ which covers some edges of X'. Since 
when each clique of ~-  ~2 was chosen it was maximal, D cannot be "properly 
contained in X',  and thus D # X and D # e. It must then be that D < X and D meets 
X '  at exactly one edge uy or vy, depending on whether X E ~, or X • c~,, respectively. 
By definition of q,, we see that y • @(X) and thus q , (X)#0.  We also have that 
@(e) = 2. Hence, by (2.1), if I%1 = n + r, we conclude from (2.1) and the above that 
(]@(X)[ - 1) ~ - ( r  + 1): 
X ~ ~-  let 
that is, ae i> (r + 1). [] 
In the following lemmas, we shall assume that G is a graph with n = n(G), where for 
some non-negative integer k and 0~<l <p-  1, it holds that n = k(p -  1)+ I. Routine 
calculations give us 
2tp-a(n ) = (Pp-~- l(p - 1 - 1) 
n(p - 1) " 
(2.2) 
Let ~ be a greedy p-decomposition of a graph G, where p/> 4. We call a vertex v 
positive with respect o c¢ (or just positive) if I~1 > 2tp_a(n)/n. More generally, we call a 
subgraph H of G positive with respect o qff (or just positive) if 
[~l > n(H) 2tt'-a(n) 
uEV(H) n 
Subgraphs which are not positive are said to be non-positive. 
In proving Theorem 1.1, we may assume that the theorem holds for all graphs on 
fewer than n vertices. Consider a vertex v E V(G), and let 
H- -G-{v}-  U E(X) and ~'=~-~.  
X e'a,, 
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Then ~' is seen to be a greedy p-decomposition for H, and thus, by hypothesis, 
X~g'  
But now, 
n(X)  <~ 2tp_a(n - 1). 
E n(X)= E 
XE~ X~,  
Xe~,, 
Thus we may assume that, for all v, 
n(x)+ X n(X) 
XE~'  
n(X)  + 2tp_l(n - 1). 
n- l  
n(X)> 2(tp- l (n) - tp_ l (n  -1 ) )= 20--L-i-_ 1)( p - 2)+ 2 max{l-  1, 0}. 
XE% 
(2.3) 
LEMMA 2.2. I f  X is a positive clique in G[~2], where n (X)  >- 2, then 
P 
Consequently, any clique in G[c~ 2] of order p - 1 is non-positive. 
PROOV. Suppose that X is a positive clique in G[c~2], and let V(X)  = {xl, x2, • • •, x$}, 
where s/>2. For i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s, let ei=xixi+l. Here we take xs+l =x]. Since X is 
positive, we have 
$ 
2 I q~x,I + ]q~x,.,] =2Z Ic~x,[ 
i=1 i=1 
> 4ste-l(n) 
n 
= 2s(P - 2)n 2sl(p - l - l) 
\p - 1/ (p - 1)n 
The last equality follows from (2.2). By Lemma 2.1 and (2.4), we have that 
s( p 3In 
2sl(p ~1 ~ l) 
i=1 i=1 \p - 1/ (p - 1)n 
For all v e V(G),  let/3, = IA, N V(X)I and let 
V,={vEV(G) :~,<s} ,  Vz={vEV(a) :~ =st. 
Counting in two ways, we have by (2.5) that 
$ 
~2 ( /3~-1)+ ~2 ~>~= ae>s(P -3)n  2s l (p - l - l )  
~Ev~ ~v2 .= ' \p - 1/ (p - 1)n 
If, for all x E V(X) ,  c~ x= ~x z, then (2.3) implies that, for all x E V(X) ,  
/ - l 
max{l 1, 0} + 1, 
Xe% \p - - l /  
[ - I 
>n(  p 
2]. [%1 ~_----T)(P - 2)~- max{,-  1, 0} +1 
m 
k / ) - - l /  \p - 1/ 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Let V~ = I"1 - V (X)  and V~ = V2-  V(X) .  We now have 
( s -1 )  lV~l+slV~l>~ ~, t~gZ l -s (s -1 )>s(P -2 ]n -s (s - l ) .  (2.7) 
x~v(x) \p  - 1/ 
Since [V;I + [V;] = n - s, we obtain f rom (2.7) that 
( s -1 ) (n  - IV~ l - s )  +s  IV~l>s(P -~. )n  - s (s -1 ) ,  
\p  - 1/  
ax - - IV ; l>  1 -  n. 
Thus we shall assume, for some x* • V(X) ,  that c¢ x. - q¢2. ~ ~,  and we let Y e ~x. - 
c¢2. For  all x • V(X)  - {x*}, let 
Yx = lAx n (V (Y)  - {x*})l. 
If Yx = n(Y) - 1 for some x, then x tJ V(Y)  would induce a clique Y' containing Y, and 
thus Y' contradicts the fact that Y was maximal  when it was chosen. Therefore,  for all 
x • V(X)  - {x*}, we have 3'x <- n(Y)  - 2, and thus 
/3y = s - 1 + ~ fly = s - 1 + ~'~ 3'x <~ (s - 1)(n(Y) - 1). (2.8) 
y • V(Y )  y ~ V(Y ) - lx*}  x E V(X) - lx*}  
Noticing that V(Y)  c I,'1, we have by (2.6) and (2.8) that 
p - 3 2sl(p - 1 - l) 
y~v(Y) ~v,-v(~') ~v ,  (p - 1)n 
I 
(s - 1)(n(Y) - 1) - n(Y)  + (s - 2)(11:11 - n(Y) )  + s 11:21 > s(  p - 3In 2sl(p - 1 - l) 
\p - l /  (p -1 )n  ' 
(s - 2)II:11 + s IV21 > s - 1 + s(  p - 3]n 2sl(p - 1 - l) 
\p  - 11 (p - 1)n (2.9) 
Substituting IVal = n - IV21 into (2.9), we obtain 
ax=lV21>s-1  (P ~ l )+( l _p_ l  s )n> ( s n. (2.10) 
If s =p - 1, then (2.10) implies that ax  > 0. This means that X could be extended to a 
clique of order p in G[qg2]. By the nature of ~, the subgraph G[~g 2] is Kp-free. Thus we 
conclude that s <p - 1, and every clique of G[c~ 2] of order p - 1 is non-posit ive. [] 
In the forthcoming proof  of Theorem 1.1, we shall show that V(G)  can be 
part it ioned into non-posit ive cliques and non-posit ive subgraphs which we call double 
cliques. Let X be a Kp-1 in G[c¢ 2] and let y • V(G)  - V (X)  and x • V(X) ,  where 
Ay n V(X)= V(X) -{x} .  We call the subgraph of G[C~ 2] induced by V(X)U  {y} a 
double clique, and we refer to x and y as its distinguished vertices. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let n > 6. I f  x and y are the distinguished vertices of  a double clique Z 
where x and y are positive, 
]~z] < (P - 2~n 
\p  - 11 
and 
p -2  
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then Z is non-positive. 
PROOF. Let X=Z-y  and let V(X)={x I ,  x2  . . . .  ,Xp_l} , where x=xa. For i=  
1, 2 , . . . ,  p - 2, let ei = x~xi+l. We shall first show that 
ae ~<(p-3)  n -  
i=1 p -1  
For all v ~ V(G), let/3~ = [Ao N V(X)[. By assumption, we have 
'A",l=lg2,J<-[(Pp-~-21)nJ=(P-2]n-(P-i 7 ' ) (2.11) 
Since G[Cg 2] is Ko-free, it holds that for all v, /3, ~<p - 2 and therefore 
p-2  
(p - 3)[Ax,[ I> £ (fl~ - 1) = ~] a~. (2.12) 
v~Axl i=1 
By (2.11) and (2.12) we obtain 
~'. a,, ~< (p - 3) n - (p - 3) p - l (2.13) 
i=1 1 
as desired. By Lemma 2.1, we have, for i -- 1, 2 . . . . .  p - 2, 
% >t I%,1 + I~,.~1- n. (2.14) 
Thus ,  
that is, 
p -2 p -2 
(p - 2) Ic~x,I + ~ Iqgx,[- (p -Z)n  ~ < ~ ae, 
i=2 i=1 
-t): (p - 3)(Pp-- l )n - (p - 3)(P ;11  
p--2 
(p - 2)1%,1-4- ~ 1~,1 
i=2 
(p -  2)(2pp _ 1 -4 )n  - (p - 3 ) (P ;1 - l ) l  ' (2.15) 
Arguing in a similar fashion, with Xl replaced by y, we also have 
p-2 (p - 2)(2p -4 )n  _3){P- - l - l )  
(p - 2)I%1 + ~ I~x,I ~< (p . (2.16) 
i=z p - 1 kp - ] l  
(2.15) and (2.16) together imply 
p-2  
I%,l + I%1 + ~ I%,1 
i=2 
(p - 2)(2p - 4) -3 )  ;_1 1 (~--~ p-1 "- (p (P -t)_ -1)(1%1+1%3. 
(2.17) 
Since x 1 and y are positive, 
2tp (n) l  21 
ICgx'l + [%1 ~ n =2(P -2~nq 
\p -1 ]  p - l "  
(2.18) 
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Substituting (2.18) into (2.17), we obtain, for n > 6, 
p-2 
I%,1 + I%1 + Y~ I%,1 
i=2 
(p - 2)(2p 
pC] -  -4 )n  - (p  - 4 ) (~12)  n 
, ,  
= P(Pp--~I) n - (p - 3)+p/ -1"  
=p 2te_,(n )+p l (p - l - l )  (p_3)+ ~ 
n n(p  - 1) p - 1 
~<p 2te-l(n) 
n 
Thus Z is non-positive. [] 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
For any greedy p-decomposition q¢of a graph G, we shall show that we can partition 
the vertices of G into non-positive cliques and double cliques of G[~2]. This suffices to 
show that ~,c~n(C)<~ 2tp_l(n). For suppose ~ is such a partition. Then 
Z n(C)= Z I%l = E Z I%l 
CEqg vEV(G)  D~@ vEV(D)  
~ n(D)2te-l(n)=2tp_l(n). 
DE~ n 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. The proof is by induction on the order of G. Let q¢ be a 
greedy p-decomposition of G where p I> 4. We shall assume as before that n(G) = n, 
and that the theorem holds for all graphs having fewer than n vertices. We shall also 
assume that n > 6, and it is left to the reader to verify the theorem for n <~ 6. It suffices 
to show that there exists a vertex disjoint collection of non-positive cliques and double 
cliques which covers the vertices of G. Let 2¢" be the set of all collections of 
vertex-disjoint cliques and double cliques of G[c¢ 2] which are all non-positive, except 
for possibly one member which is a clique. For ~ a N, let ~a denote the set of double 
cliques in .La. We define a mapping O: N--, • by 
o(.~ = (2 p-~ + 1)I~dl + ~ 2 "{x}. 
We say that Z¢ e N is maximum if
O(&") = max 0(9°). (3.1) 
~EN 
If a maximum collection ZP ~ X has no positive cliques, then (3.1) implies that all 
vertices must be covered by ~, and hence we have our desired partition. We shall 
therefore assume that all maximum collections in N contain exactly one positive clique. 
Among all maximum collections, let d,/be a collection the positive clique of which has 
maximum order. Let Q be the positive clique in ~,  and let W be the set of vertices 
covered by the members of ~ We first note that A o - W = 0,  for otherwise Q could 
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be enlarged, contradicting the choice of ~ We also note that since Q is positive, 
Lemma 2.2 implies that n(Q) < p - 1. 
Suppose for some Y • ~d, and distinguished vertex y of Y, that y E AQ. Let 
Q' =Q +y, Y'= Y -{y}  and ~'  =~u{Q' ,  Y'}-{Q, Y}. Then Y' is a Kp-1 in G[qg 2] 
and is necessarily non-positive, by Lemma 2.2. Therefore there is at most one positive 
member in A/', which could only be Q'. Hence .,g' • ./¢" and, moreover, 
O(~' )  = O(2~) + 2 n(Q)+l + 2 p-1 - 2 "~Q) - 2 p-~ - 1 > O(.,£¢). 
But this contradicts the choice of ~. Thus y ~ A o and hence, for all Y • ~d, An 
contains no distinguished vertices of Y. 
We now suppose that n(Q)~> 2. Lemma 2.2 implies that 
IAQI=IA~A WI=aQ>(P-  I :7(Q))n.  
P 
Hence, for some Y • A/, 
IAQ r'I V (Y)I > ( p -  1 -  7(Q) )n(Y) > O. (3.2) p-  
Suppose that Y • ~ffa. Then IA o N V(Y)I ~>p - n(Q). Let V(Y) = {Yl, .. •, Yp}, where Yl 
and yp are the distinguished vertices. Since Yl, Yp ~ AQ, we may assume without loss of 
generality that Y2, • • •, Yp-,(Q)+a • An. But now V(Q) u {y2 . . . . .  yp_,(Q)+l} induces a
Kp in G[C~ 2] which contradicts the fact that G[Ca z] is Kp-free. Thus we may assume that 
y • ~_  ~a. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that n(Q)>>-n(Y). By (3.2) there exists y •AoAV(Y  ). Let 
Q' = Q + y, and let At' = ~ U {Q'} - {Q, Y}. Then ~ '  • N and 
O(./t / ' )  = O(, /g)  + 2 "(Q)+a - 2 "(Q) - 2 "(Y) t> 0(. / / / ) .  
By the choice of ./~, equality must hold in the above, and thus ~ '  is also maximum and 
has exactly one positive clique which must be Q'. Since n(Q') > n(Q), this contradicts 
the choice of ~,  which was chosen so that its positive clique had maximum order. 
Case 2. Suppose that n(Q)<n(Y). By (3.2) there exists S~AQAV(Y) ,  where 
ISI = n(Y) -  n(Q)+ 1. Let Q' be the clique of G[qg 2] induced by V(Q)US, and let 
~ '  = ,a U {Q'} - {Q, Y}. Then ~ '  • 3 c and 
O(~')  = O(,// ,0 + 2 " ( r )+ l  - 2 ~(Q) - 2 "° ' )  > O(~). 
This contradicts the choice of J/£ 
We conclude from Cases 1 and 2 that n(Q) = 1 and Q is a positive vertex. Thus we 
have 
r I~1 + I~ - ~1 = I~ol ,2tp~(n) >! (3.3) ~" n ~ n, 
and 
I~[  + ~ (i - 1 ) I~1 = dc(Q) <n. 
i~p 
Thus Iqg~l + (p - 1)I~Q - ~1 <n and t~o - ~1 < (n - I~ I ) / (P  - 1). Substituting the 
above into (3.3), we obtain 
Iq~l > (p~23)n. (3.4) 
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Since I~ l  = IAo n WI, (3.4) implies that, for some Y ~ d~, 
IAQA V(Y)I>(Pp-~_32)n(Y). (3.5) 
Suppose that IA o n V(Y)I = n(Y). Since A o contains no distinguished vertices of any 
X E d~ a (hence IAQ N XI ~n(X) - 2), it follows that Y ¢ ~d and hence Q' = Q + Y is a 
clique of G[~2]. Letting ~g' =~U {Q'}-{Q,  Y}, we see that A,/'E N and O(A/') ~ >
O(~), contradicting the choice of at/. It follows that IAQ n V(Y)I < n(Y) and, in fact, 
we see that for all X a .,//, IAQ n V(X)[ < n(S). Thus we conclude that, for all X ~ A/, 
IAQ A V (X)I <~ (Pp-~_ 21)n(X) (3.6) 
and for all X e A/a U {J ~ A/: n(J) <-p - 2}, 
IAQ A V (X)I <~ (Pp-~_ 32 )n(X). (3.7) 
By (3.5) and (3.7), n(Y) =p - 1. Now (3.5) and (3.6) imply that IA o N V(Y)I =p - 2. 
Thus Z = Q + Y is a double clique, where Q is a distinguished vertex, and we let 
y ~ V(Y) be the other. We claim that Z is non-positive. By (3.6) we have that 
I~1 = IAo n WI = ~] IAo n V(X)I <~ (P - 2'~ IWI ~< (P - 2In. (3.8) 
x~x¢ \p - 1/ \p -  11 
Let Q' = Z - y and Let rid' = dd U {y, Q'} - {Q, Y}. Then rid' E .tO" and O(dd') = O(dd) 
and hence rid' is also maximum and y is its only positive clique. Arguing as we did for Q 
in (3.8), we also have that 
I~l<~(P-Z)n. (3.9) 
\p  - 11  
Now, since Q and y are both positive distinguished vertices of Z, inequalities (3.8) and 
(3.9) and Lemma 2.3 together imply that Z is non-positive. 
Suppose that V(G) - W ~ f~, and let u ~ V(G) - W. Then u is positive. Moreover, if 
we let J,/* = ~ U {Z, u} - {Q, Y}, then A,/* E N, and 
O(dd*) = O(dO + 2 + 2 p-' + 1 - 2 - 2 p-' > O(d,/). 
This contradicts the choice of dK Thus V(G) - W = fD, and hence .,/,/U {Z} - {Q, Y} is a 
collection of vertex-disjoint, non-positive cliques and double cliques covering V(G). [] 
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